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Let’s discuss a better way to manage procurement and stay compliant

Vendor management software for banks, credit unions, mortgage companies & more

Get Organized and Impress Your Auditors & Regulators

Don’t get beat up by compliance audits
An organization outsources services to a vendor in the hopes that the 
vendor can perform the duties cheaper, better and/or more efficient than 
the organization could, thus saving the organization money in the long-run. 
While using vendors is often the desirable way to go, every vendor 
relationship must be managed and held accountable to ever-changing 
regulation and compliance guidelines. 

Federal regulators require that organizations have a formal system for 
assessing and managing risks associated with third-party vendor 
relationships and poor oversight can not only have reputational 
consequences, it can affect your customers as well. 

DigiRisk has teamed up with VendorRisk to provide a cloud-based, 
procurement management software that makes managing third-party 
vendor relationships a whole lot easier – all from one central location.

Vendor management
Contract management
Vendor risk management
Due diligence reviews
On-site reviews
Performance reviews
Vendor incident tracking
Vendor selection management
Service & IT asset management
Vendor survey questionnaires

Flexible & Customizable
With our à la carte pricing model, you 
will only pay for the features that your 
company needs. Choose from:



Basic info — name, status, phone, fax, addresses, assigned owner

Third party documentation — expiration date, related info & links to documents

Insurance policies — expiration date, related info & links to documents

Non-Disclosure Agreements — date signed, related info & links to documents

Contacts — name, title, phone, email & notes

Due diligence reviews — review frequency, next review date, links to past reviews

Risk assessments — review frequency, next review date, links to past reviews

Performance reviews — review frequency, next review date, links to past reviews

Incidents — list of previous incidents for this vendor

Competitors — name & notes of possible replacements for this vendor

Documents — general documents uploaded for this vendor, such as privacy policy

Comments — users can post quick notes on the vendor

Each vendor has their own page that details:

No more fumbling around shared drives searching for documents or having to wade through an Excel worksheet 
only to find out your vendor information is either out of date or has been updated in another location.

 The Vendors Module makes it easy to find exactly what you need quickly. Any user can quickly grasp 
who the vendor is, what they do, who's responsible for them, and how well they've been managed and monitored. 

All your vendors...just one click.

Store from 50 to thousands of vendors 
(flexible annual pricing depending
on vendor count)

Import your vendors from Excel 
(CSV)

Export your vendors to Excel

Save vendor details page to PDF

Create up to 20 custom vendor fields

Upload unlimited vendor documents

Receive email alerts for upcoming 
review dates & upcoming insurance 
and third-party documentation 
expirations

Create unlimited vendor reports

Features Included:

Use as your vendor contacts rolodex
You can enter multiple contacts per vendor — such as Account 
Manager, Tech Support, Project Manager. Quickly find a 
contact's info by searching for their name in the global search 
box. Or create a custom report that lists your vendors and their 
contacts. 

Keep your important vendor documents 
up-to-date
You can upload important vendor documents, such as
Certificates of Insurance, NDA’s, Privacy Policies, Licenses with 
expiration dates, and you'll receive email reminders leading up to 
the expiration date, so that you can contact the vendors and 
request the latest versions.
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Receive email alerts for upcoming 
contract expirations

Store unlimited contracts and upload 
unlimited contract documents

Import your contracts from Excel 
(CSV)

Export your contracts to Excel

Save contract details page to PDF

Create up to 10 custom contract fields

Create unlimited contract reports

Features Included:
Contracts are the cornerstone of your vendor management program, 
specifying in writing who you're working with & what the terms are. Too 
often though, this information is kept on desks, in cabinets, in your email 
folders — anywhere & everywhere but in a single, easily searchable 
location. The Contracts Module changes that.

Be proactively notified of contract expirations via email alerts
An expiring contract can result in up to 8 email reminders — 1 year, 
6 months, 90/60/30/14/7 days out & day of. Rest assured that a contract's 
expiration will never sneak up on you.

Assign contract responsibility
Each contract is assigned an "owner" — the person at your organization 
responsible for handling the contract throughout its lifecycle. The contract 
owner receives the email reminders and can easily login to see the contracts 
they own, sortable by termination date. 

Download your contracts from anywhere
You can store all your contract-related 
documents — signed contracts, addenda, 
change orders, statements of work, etc. View & 
download the files anywhere, anytime, whether 
it's from your home laptop or your phone while 
sitting at the airport. 

Keep track of SLA terms
The service-level agreement (SLA) specifies the 
deliverables that the vendor provides as part of 
the contract. Given the importance of SLA terms, 
it's important that this information is documented 
and easily accessible so that your organization 
can diligently compare vendor expectations 
versus actual performance. 

Never miss another contract expiration
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Perform unlimited diligence reviews

Create unlimited diligence templates

Export diligence reviews to Excel

Save due diligence details page to 
PDF

Create up to 5 custom diligence 
review fields

Upload unlimited diligence-related 
documents, such as privacy policy, 
reference list & financial statements

Receive email alerts for upcoming 
diligence reviews & those needing 
approval

Create unlimited due diligence 
reports

Create diligence review committees 
that can approve/reject submitted 
reviews

Features Included:
The Due Diligence Module ensures that your organization has a 
consistent & reasonable approach to vetting its vendor relationships — 
especially if the vendor is providing a core business function or has access 
to non-public confidential information. 

...And Not Just At the Onset Of The Vendor Relationship
It's not enough to perform diligence during the initial vetting stage. We've 
seen it happen too often — an organization goes bankrupt out of nowhere, 
key management leaves, the organization shifts its product or service 
focus. Conducting diligence throughout the relationship — especially with 
your critical vendors — is key to avoid being blindsided. 

Sounds Like A Lot Of Time, Effort & Paperwork...
No one said it was fun! As mentioned above, the two keys to getting 
through it are:

Be consistent
Don't reinvent the wheel each time. Have a standard set of diligence review templates that 
your organization uses. The more you can automate the process, the more quicker and 
smoother it will go.

Be reasonable
Do enough diligence necessary to make you feel comfortable with the 
vendor's ability to perform their expected role. If you are a bank and 
seeking a vendor to handle your online banking infrastructure, then the 
diligence review will be extensive, exhaustive & thorough — whereas an 
organization that handles brochure printing would not be subject to the 
same amount of diligence.

One way of being "reasonable" with your diligence approach is to 
conduct diligence proportionate to the vendor's perceived risk. The 
greater the risk, the more diligence should be conducted. 

Conduct The Right Diligence At The Right Time
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Not all vendors are created equal — a select few will be critical in nature 
and those vendors should be monitored & managed throughout the 
relationship. The Risk Reviews Module lets you know who your high-risk 
vendors are and where to focus more of your time & energy.

What Makes A Vendor High-Risk Or Critical?
The vendor performs a critical business function

Your organization is highly dependent on the vendor

The vendor cannot be easily replaced by another vendor or in-house

The vendor has access to non-public confidential information

The vendor has internal issues — e.g. financial, leadership, operational concerns

The vendor is increasingly providing poor performance, support, etc.

You can determine risk by several available methods:

1) Questions & answers 
Answer a series of customized questions — the total point value is then compared against 
your risk level point thresholds to arrive at the vendor's risk level.

2) Risk matrix 

Select individual risk levels in a grid format to arrive at the vendor's overall risk level.

3) Manual
If you use another program or method to assess risk, you can manually select the risk 
level and you'll still be able to reap the benefits of receiving email reminders of upcoming 
reviews, running reports, etc.

Focus your efforts on your critical vendors

Lets you customize your risk levels
While most organizations use "Low", "Medium" 
and "High" for risk levels, you can easily 
customize those risk levels to fit your current 
risk approach. Current customers use other 
levels such as "Not critical", "Moderately 
critical" and "Critical" or tiers, such as "Tier 1", 
"Tier 2", etc. 

Automates the scheduling of 
risk reviews
By entering a "next review date" and the 
review frequency, you will be notified 
ahead of time that a risk review is due. 
When you complete the review, it will then 
automatically set the "next review date" to 
the appropriate date in the future. 

Supports the review process
If your completed risk reviews need to 
be approved by a review committee 
(even if just one person), then you can 
establish review committees and send 
an email with instructions to view the 
completed review. The committee can 
then approve or reject the review. 

Perform unlimited risk reviews

Create unlimited risk templates

Export risk assessments to Excel

Use your own risk levels & point 
thresholds

Save risk assessment details page
to PDF

Create up to 5 custom risk review 
fields

Upload unlimited risk-related 
documents

Receive email alerts for upcoming 
risk reviews & those needing 
approval

Create unlimited risk assessment 
reports

Create risk review committees that 
can approve/reject submitted reviews

Features Included:
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Performance reviews answer the simple question — "How is the vendor 
actually doing?"  Performance reviews are your vendors' "report cards" — a 
periodic review of the quality of their work compared to expectations. They 
are also referred to as performance scorecards, performance monitoring 
and performance audits. 

By conducting periodic performance reviews, you can... 

Identify vendors that are performing poorly or below expectations

Spot trends — has a vendor's performance gotten worse over time?

Address problems with the vendors early in the process

Be better prepared at contract renewal time

Conduct performance reviews to
ensure that vendors are meeting
expectations

Perform unlimited performance 
reviews

Create unlimited performance 
templates

Export performance reviews to Excel

Save performance details page to 
PDF

Create up to 10 custom performance 
review fields

Upload unlimited 
performance-related documents

Receive email alerts for upcoming 
performance reviews & those 
needing approval

Create unlimited performance reports

Create performance review 
committees that can approve/reject 
submitted reviews

Features Included:

What Should You Be Monitoring?
The information you'll be reviewing may vary by the type of 
vendor and their role in your organization, but in general 
you'll be measuring... 

Quality of service
Quality of support
Quality of communication
Client/customer satisfaction
Actual value vs. expected value
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Your organization deals with vendors all day long. Things happen — conflicts, 
misunderstandings, poor service, bugs in the product, etc. Some are 
important, some aren't.

Months or years later, you have to decide if you want to continue the vendor 
relationship. What happens if you forget that 15 months ago there were 
several incidents with this vendor that were cause for concern? Or that you 
opened a support incident with them 3 months ago and it's still unresolved?
The answer? Document, document, document using Incident Tracking.

How can Incident Tracking Help?

Having problems with a vendor? Document everything.

Measure the vendor's resolution time
We keep records of both the expected resolution time and the actual 
resolution time. If you notice that the vendor consistently fails to resolve 
issues with the expected time, this should be a cause for concern.

Integration with the Performance Review module
Using both the Incidents & Performance Review modules? When you 
create a performance review for a vendor, any incidents that occurred 

during the performanve review period will be automatically displayed 

ensuring that the reviewer is aware of incidents that may impact

the score of the performance review.

Helps identify performance trends
Easily see which vendors have the most incidents. If you notice that the incident 
count is getting worse each month, that may be a strong indicator that the vendor 
requires an immediate review.

Make sure the incident doesn't violate the vendor's SLA terms
When you add an incident, you can specify if the incident violates the agreed-upon 
contract terms — if so, the incident should be brought to the vendor's attention.

Create unlimited vendor incidents

Export your incidents to Excel

Save incident details page to PDF

Create up to 10 custom incident 
fields

Upload unlimited incident-related 
documents

Create unlimited incident reports

Features Included:
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The vendors and contracts modules tell you who your vendors are and the 
details of the agreement (start date, end date, cost, etc.) but not an equally 
important question — what are they providing? The deliverable will most 
likely be a service or an IT asset.

Use as a simple IT asset inventory system
Your IT department can use the software & hardware sections to keep track of desktop 

machines, laptops, and software installed throughout the organization, and who in IT is 

responsible for the administration and review of the assets. 

Track important dates for your software & hardware
Enter dates for: last upgraded on, acquired on, retired on, support ends on & warranty 

ends on. Receive email reminders when the support expiration date is approaching.

Conduct risk reviews on your services & IT assets
Enter dates for: last upgraded on, acquired on, retired on, support ends on & warranty 

ends on. Receive email reminders when the support expiration date is approaching. 

Examples of reports you can run, save & export...
          The serial numbers of all printers in your building
          Services performed by vendors that have access to NPPI
          Last upgrade dates for all software used by your organization
          Internal & external recovery time objectives for your software & hardware
          List of services used by the Marketing department

Manage the Services & IT assets that your 
vendors are delivering

Services
Merchant card services
Check ordering
Executive staffing
Insurance brokerage services

Software
SharePoint Server
EZ Teller
Bankers Toolbox

Hardware
LaserJet printers
Employee laptops
Teller servers

Examples Of Services & IT Assets

Create unlimited services & IT assets

Export your services, software & 
hardware to Excel

Save service & IT asset details page 
to PDF

Create up to 5 custom fields

Upload unlimited service & IT asset 
documents

Create unlimited service & IT asset 
reports

Features Included:
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Surveys can be a bit of a pain. You have to create the form, send it to the 
right people, collect the responses and summarize them. There are great 
third-party services out there that can simplify the process, but then you're 
bringing in an additional vendor just for this specific task. If the survey is 
vendor-related, it makes more sense to have it in the same system as all 
your other vendor information. 

The Vendor Survey Questionnaires Module allows you to send 
vendor-related surveys to anyone and collect responses quickly & easily
 — especially if the vendor is providing a core business function or has 
access to non-public confidential information. 

Types of surveys you might have
    End-user IT usage surveys
    End-user satisfaction survey for a particular vendor's product or service
    Employee survey to discover any vendor-related issues or incidents
    Vendor survey for updating basic organization info
    ... anything else that you need to collect info on

Create unlimited satisfaction surveys

Create unlimited survey templates
Create a survey template for each type of 
survey you'll send. Each template allows for 
unlimited questions and lets you select the 
answer types, such as 

Send the survey to anyone
 Once the survey is created, it will have a 
"guest page URL" that you can share with 
anyone via an email blast, posting to your 
organization’s intranet, etc. 

Upon receiving the survey link, the 
respondent enters their name and email 
address, then answers each question. 
The survey owner then receives an email 
notification that the survey has been 
completed and can login and view the 
respondent's answers. 

View survey answer 
breakdown
At any time, you can view the 
summary breakdown of the answers 
given. For example, if you sent out a 
vendor satisfaction survey to your 
employees, you can easily see what % 
are happy with the vendor's 
performance. 

            Textbox (single-line)
            Textbox (multi-line)
            Date field
            Yes/no radio buttons
            Dropdown items

Create unlimited surveys

Send survey link to your users, 
vendor contacts or any other 
pre-defined list

Be notified when a survey response 
is submitted

View each respondent's answers and 
a summary of response breakdowns

Save respondent answers to PDF

Create up to 5 custom fields

Create unlimited survey templates

Resend email reminder to those who 
haven't completed the survey yet

Features Included:
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Your organization is looking for a new vendor — for example, a new CRM 
software provider. You identify a half-dozen possible vendors, contact them, 
possibly send over an RFP, conduct demos, arrive at a short list, etc.

To manage this effort, you're probably using email to communicate with the 
vendor prospects, compiling their RFP responses in an Excel spreadsheet, 
and using email and a shared drive to communicate with the rest of your 
team. In short, a lot of information in a lot of places. 

How can Vendor Selection Management Help?

Selecting A New Vendor Can Be Messy...

Eliminate your Excel scoresheet with automated RFP scoring
If you send out RFPs for vendor selection projects, then you can use scorecard 
templates to track each vendor's response. Enter scores for each vendor and their 
results will be automatically calculated. 

Save yourself some time - offload the work to your vendors
Automate the process of sending emails to vendors. Each vendor  
receives a unique link to a "guest page,” available from any web browser. 
The vendor can then respond online and upload their completed proposal. 

One home for all project-related information, available for all to see
All the information related to a vendor selection project is stored in one place, such as:

The project's name, description, owner & budget

Each vendor being evaluated, the contact person, their quote and their status

All documents related to the project — original project document, meeting notes, etc

Comments posted by people involved in the project

Create unlimited vendor selection 
projects

Export your projects to Excel

Save vendor selection details 
page to PDF

Create up to 5 custom project fields

Upload unlimited selection 
project documents

Create unlimited vendor selection 
reports

Features Included:
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